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Secret agent support team:

Andrej Cebular - Faculty of Mechanical Engineering - Ljubljana
Malgorzata Piskorz - Faculty of Electronic Enginering - Gdansk
Petar Adamovski -Technical University-Sofia

Our agent is in-fact very complicated mechanical structure although on the 
first sight it really looks like a toy. We trained him to seek and conquer new   
undiscovered environment of a planet called 'Another Earth' (somewhere on 
the left side of the Milky Way). He is equipped with many secret weapons 
like Magic EYE which helps him to navigate through hostile terrain and he is 
able to find a path where nobody else can (that makes him a very unique and 
valuable pice of military machine).... James 007 also posses extremely   
sensitive touching device "not working bumpers" which can be also very 
effective weapon for other hostile   agents. In each one of them he has a little 
nervous system, designed special for accurate and immediate reactions in  the 
worst kind of situation (that for regular human being is impossible to 
imagine). Besides all above mentioned skills, he can also be a real gentleman 
with capability to whistle modern melodies (especially loved by young 
students in strange states of the mind), he uses this virtue to infiltrate into 
foreign society without being noticed. Under the colorful nice shaped body 
he hides 6 little nuclear power-plants called 'batteries' helping him to stay 
awake and prepared  for action more than 20650040 ms without coffee-
break. The artificial brain is made of  trillions of little crystal structures called 
silicon semiconductor. He was trained with a special technique  called IR and 
coded in NQC, just to prevent industrial  espionage. As far as we know, he is 
now officially missed in action somewhere in south Sweden last spotted at a 
hippy party in Karhuset. 
All these text is considered to be a TOP SECRET so this document will self-
destruct in 4 ms.



Picture 1: Secret agent 007 (well camouflaged)


